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....too much thought

Letter, unknown date, from a friend anticipating a tour in Viet Nam

Dear Marian (how little that is to say)
Love is not an emotion
but a series of actions that continue

like an act (moment, apparent) of concern
the most insignificant indication of respect
a bit of another’s attention
the least attempt to create interest
a moment of the “will” with another’s good in mind.

love is not something you have that causes all these actions...they have lied to us again.
Love is merely a crude category put together to represent a series of actions. Lump these 
acts together in a series and you have love.  The reason we have such a problem not 
being able to love is that love doesn’t exist.

This is why so many lovers are opposites. They are looking for (within the other) 
what doesn’t exist (in themselves, mm).

No there is question (oh lordy! yes) of pain, even delight - (don’t stare at it or it will 
go away) - and they do attach themselves (rather indiscriminatively) to acts.

If you will not take this cynically (hell yes I am afraid of you). I will tell you an act of 
love as a trade (that is fairer than most acts of love)... I will trade you some ceramic beads 
(with thought contained) for some hand made (your hands) bookmarkers...”*****, how 
gross you can be.  Why not exchange fifty cent pieces”.  Well yes even that would work 
and touching feet together sole to sole works even better.

Dear banjo plunker and god worryier. You think too much you know. I would criticize 
you I am sure, even on your own level, and it takes a pretty clever person even to do that (I 
would rather hold your hand than shake it). I could probably keep you off balance until you 
fell over on me (toward me I should say) but if I did you would merely be trapped in 
another error. 

Rule.. if it really exists within you and doesn’t desire death it cannot possible be a 
mistake. It is impossible to do anything “real” wrong. 

Despite the fact that I think of you continually .. I cannot find the vision that shows 
your strength your worth and “with of the sound your magic” to yourself.

 So just do not depart. Do not.  I mean desert me... ME. When I have an answer it 
will be yours (any anser). Now there is more promise than to hover and obey. Marian 
Marian are you there? by this Marian Marian I mean do what ever you want to stay alive.

One day I saw you one step above everything that was real. and I said to myself, 
never acknowledge anyone one step above, now I have to build a road to complete road to 
connect all this with what everyone else sees, no do not think that it is all dependent on 
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you, even if you step into a cloud and disappear. I will still be solid in two 
levels of life and still have a road to build.

I have no more news on what time my company will be leaving for Viet 
Nam. Has (your brother) received an alert or notices from his reserve unit 
yet?

All the personnel will be back from leave and ready to go over on the 
30th of July. But we still have no orders that tells us what date we will leave. 
But it will probably be in the middle of August.

All this rambling about extending all the men on active duty is going to give me an ulcer 
(being mentally healthy despite what I write). I’ll settle for psychosomatic symptoms. 

Dail-e-bread March 2015
 
       

dail- -breade
"Man shall not live by bread alone
but by every word that proceeds
from the mouth of God”

This month’s blurb --
the starry sunny sky
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new patterns posted in february
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